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                the future of gas

learn about the role of australian natural gas in providing energy security, enabling economic development and supporting the energy transition in our submission on the australian government’s future gas strategy >

            


    





For 70 years, Chevron Australia has played an important role in delivering oil, natural gas and other products to power human progress.  We aim to grow our traditional energy business, which will continue to be a significant source of greenhouse gas emissions.

To help advance a lower carbon future, we are striving to reduce the carbon emissions intensity of our traditional operations and seeking to grow lower carbon businesses; while proudly continuing to deliver the reliable, affordable energy the world needs.

find out more about chevron's business in Australia >
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Chevron Australia acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land we work on; the Thalanyji, Whadjuk, Yaburara and Mardudhunera peoples - and we pay our respect to Elders past, present and emerging.

We recognise Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples' continued connection to land, waters and community and are committed to walking together to build a brighter future for all Australians.
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